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SAINDSI
VOLUME 53

WINTER PARK, PLORIDA, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1949

NUMBER 12

1500 Attend Economic Conference
-f
^
By Ann Lewis Turley
j The fourteenth annual Economic Conference—boasting a record atI tendance of 1500—ended last Saturday at the Annie Russell Theatre,
I with its topic "Foundations for a Sustained and Expanding World
I Economy" well-discussed.
I Dean Wendell C. Stone opened the first session Thursday morning
j by welcoming those present on behalf of President Hamilton Holt
who was unable to attend. Dr. William Melcher, presiding at the
Last Friday three of the more
The bobcat then joined two latesession, made announcements pertaining to several changes in the
pi, The Westminster Choir, to be
colorful personages on the Rol- ly deceased raccoons, who had been
Conference program, then introduced the speaker, George Wythe,
heard in Orlando on Wednesday,
lins campus, a little bit disgruntled blasted out of a tree, and who Xr-"7 r^iT *"^"^^"
, ^
,
'
, Chief of American Republics Branch of the U.S. Department of ComMarch 9 a t 8:30 p.m. in the Municat having nothing better to do than later wound up as soup.
th which he has been connected for the past 25 years, much
crab about the rotten putt they
ipal Auditorium, is famed for its
The expedition made ;
of that time being spent in Latin America. His subject: "Latin
rich and exciting choral music
Plans have already been made made on the ninth hole at Dubs, umphant return to their hotel and American Resource's
d their Development".
Rollins held its first all-student
to make Alumni Day, which begins took off for a hunting expedition indulged in a little profitable fish-1 Mr. Wythe stressed thi p o i n t —
Jpomposed of 40 young singers, its
•...
•"
- ^
assembly Wednesday, February 2, Saturday, February 19, the best in the wilds north of Tampa. The ing, collecting some bet money that Latin America is our main
repertoire extends from the great j
gram of Friday morning's session.
in the Annie Russell Theater.
ever. Activities wil Istart with object of this expedition was the from various guests who had been g^urce of raw materials in peace Participating in the discussion
nasterpieces of Bach, Beethoven
bagging
and
bringing
home
of
a
so
lU-advised
as
to
wager
cold
cash
time.
Forty
per
cent
of
all
Latin
Art Swacker started the program the welcoming and registration of
were Dr. Alexander Cance econpanther, puma, cohgar, or mounI ind Brahms to the works of conwith a few brief announcements alumni in the Alumni House from tain lion. The trio involved was against our heroes fishing prowess. American resources are exported omist and educator who for years
;emporary composers and includes
On Saturday night they took off ta the U.S., while we supply over was head of the economic departand a short "fireside chat" about 8:30 until 10 a.m. The remainder omposed of Bud Johnson and the
of the day will proceed as follow^:
on a fox hunt trip. This expedi- QQ ^^J. cent of their imports. Sev- ment of Massachusetts State Col-American Folk Songs, Spirituals,
the purpose of the assemblies. He
10-11:45 a.m. Rollins Alumni brothers Whittbold, Bud and Bill tion did not meet with the success g^-al influences affect the amount lege, Dr. John Martin, lecturer and
ind Indian melodies.
|
For the vast majority of the of their earlier ventures. In fact
explained that they were an at- Association annual business meetof their exports. He mentioned consultant on international relaSince its initial tour in 1921, the
next
48
hours
the
boys
were
smashall the boys got for their pains that 1) lack of proper distribution tions. Dr. Theodore Collier, proBbhoir toured throughout America, tempt to spark up school spirit ing in Alumni House.
12-12:30 p.m. Alumni council ing their way through the Florida were running blisters.
of products at home, 2) embargoes, fessor of history at Rollfns, Dr.
JiJuba and Canada, and has made and bring the students together
woodlands
and
splashing
their
way
The failure of the fox hunt did and 3) governmental policies—i.e. Royal W. France, professor of eco,wo tours of England and Europe; on problems of a mutual nature. meeting to elect executive commit- through various and assorted
not discourage them, however.
tee and association officers in the
.jnade 105 orchestral appearances
swamps hot on the heels of a pack They sat about the hotel lobby restrictions, local development, em- nomics at Rollins, Dr. William MelFollowing this, the audience en- Alumni House.
ployment of foreigners, exchange cher, conference chairman, Dr. J.
,n ten years with major symphony
ogs
who
in
turn
were
hoi
swapping outrageous lies and gent- rates—all played a part in caus- F. Hosic, educator and author from
1 p.m. Rollins Alumni luncheon
___)rchestras, including the New York joyed a program of unrestrained
the heels of bobcats and foxes.
ly caressing their salted cat pelt. ing their export rate to be so high. Winter Park, William Rinck, Roll^hilharmonic Symphony, the Phil hilarity including Chap McDonnell honoring President Hamilton Holt.
The
original
plan
of
attack
had
It was then that Johnson in a
Of their principal products, he lins alumnus from Orlando, D'Arcy
~~idelphia Orchestra and the NBC as our most esteemed MC, Ed Rose- Reservations a t $1 a plate may be
been to submerge Bud Johnson
voice audible in Palm Beach an- allotted 40% to minerals, 40% to Edmondson, director general of the
Symphony. The Choir sang in the vear's red hot jazz band, and those made until February 16, by phontub of bourbon and then stake nounced, "But the worst thing of food, 10% to fibres, and 10% to
• 79. The luncheon will be held
ilm Hymn of the Nations undei inimitable end men Bob Boyle and
British Information Service, Geo.
him out for cat bait, but when they all was when those d - - - lion miscellaneous. One of the most
the Rollins Center.
Toscanini's direction. Recordings
Wythe, Department of Commerce
Ken Fenderson.
!-4 p.m.
Exhibition
tennis arrived on the scene they found stampeded on us."
important he named was petroleum official, and Dr. Kurt Sepmeier, asire made exclusively for Columbie
The assemblies to come promise matches a t the RoUins tennis guides and dogs waiting for then
Some of his audience believed whose output, already high, is sistant professor of economics at
Masterworks Records.
to be equally entertaining, so set courts.
and the idea was discarded.
him.
.1 T.P,
steadily increasing .Venezuela sup- Florida State University. The
AU tickets for the Westminster aside that half hour a week, and
-8:15 p.m.. "The Late Geo
After a little bowing up th(
plies the main source for this prod- topic before the participants was
3hoir Concert are for reserved drop in on the Annie Russell TheApley" starring Leo G. Carroll, group turned in at midnight and
uct.
Brazil is the location of man- 'What are the Immediate Steps
(eats and are priced at $3.00 and ater for the capers of your classth Rollins Players at the Annie was hauled out at 4 in the m
ganese and iron ore deposits, both Toward World Peace". It was
i S1.20. Choice reserved seats at $J mates.
Russell Theatre. Tickets will be ing. By 8 o'clock, something,
valuable for export which is at pointed out that peace is impos;an be secured by writing to West
$2.40, $1.80, $1.20 and 90c includ- body knew quite what was trapped
present delayed due to national pol- sible without complete cooperation
ninster Choir Concert, 106 East
ing tax, and may be obtained by in the swamps.
icies and transportation difficulties. and understanding of all nations
:;hurch Street, Orlando.
Other
sending self-addressed, stamped
The U.S. Civil Service Commis- Latin America also boasts of rich
It came out fighting.
the field of education as well as
pickets at $1.20 are on sale in Orenvelope with check or at the box It was a bobcat.
sion has announced an examination deposit; of silver, platinum, lead' through industrial relations. Furlando a t Yowell-Drew-Ivey, DickThere was a fusilage of gun- for physical science aid and biol- and zir
I thermore. Dr. Cance urged the eslon-Ives, Rutland's, Cooper's and
3'p.m. Annual Alumni Memorial shots, closely akin to the opening ogical aid to fill positions in various
Associated Music Stores. Tickets
Vespers at the Knowles Memorial volley at Bull Run, and the beast Federal agencies in Washington, Their food products.
J of great tablishment of an intersational i
'.an be secured in Winter Park at
importance, particularly to Europe, change of students, teachers, and
Since school started the College Chapel.
D. C , and vicinity. The jobs pay
dropped. One of the group
he Music Box.
include grains, cocoa beans, banan- information as one gf the most esand Career Group (made up of
4 p.m. Gay Nineties Tea at the forward and stepped on the c
from $2,152 to $3,727 a year.
as and other fruit, rice, vegetable sential steps toward peace. Dr^
The proceeds of the Concert are your Rollins buddies) of the W:
home of Reverend Henry B. Mow- head pushing it under the water
To qualify, applicants must pass
and other oils, meats (comprising | kathryn Abbey Hanna, historian,
or a benefit sponsored by the Or- ter Park Methodist Church h
bray, 442 Chase Avenue.
until the animal bubbled its last. a written test and, except for the
inge County Ministerial Associa- been meeting and planning a well
9 pm.-12:30 a.m. Rose dance Another individual came down out lowest salary level, must have had one-half of all international trade), IP^^s^d^d ^* this session.
Fourth Session
rounded evening schedule of pro formal, sponsored by the KappE of a tree ten minutes later after additional experience in either and their main exports to the U.S.,
I ^''- ^^^^^^^ ^- ^^^o^'
retired
grams. They now feel that they Alpha Theta sorority. This dance having been assured for the ump physical science or biological sci- sugar and coffee.
The
fibres
produced
include
hard
Pittsburgh
attorney, presided over
can announce that their progra
will be open to Rollins students
teenth time that the bobcat wa; ence. Appropriate* college study
have been sufficiently organized
•well as to the alumni, and will be definitely and absolutely dead.
may be substituted for the required fibres, manila and other hemp, and ^^^ Friday afternoon meeting of
cotton could be mentioned here., ^^e economic conference.
There
everyone will enjoy them to their held at the Dubsdread Country
experience.
utmost.
Club.
The age limits for these positions Under miscellaneous would fall, ^ ^ r e two addresses at this session,
On Sunday morning, February
The programs consist of church
(which are waived for persons en- hides, waxes, rubber, and, of great ^^^ first given by Dr. Walter D.iil
Enftritus of
and popular group singing, short 20, the doors of Knowles Memorial
titled to veteran preference) are significance, wood—hard, soft, and Scott, President
Dan Draznik
pulp.
Latin America possesses Northwestern University on "The
devotional services, delicious buffet Chapel will open one-half hour be18 to 62 years.
30%
of
the
world's
forest
area.
|
First
Fifty
Years
of
Applied Psyfore
the
Founder's
Day
service
at
style
dinners,
square
dances,
and
Beginning this Sunday morning,
For detailed information on this
Wythe's answer to the question,; c^o^ogy". Dr. Scott made an inThe Rev. Albert Joseph Mc^'ebruary 13, the tower door of the various speakers. For the future 9:45.
amination, see Announcement
Could Latin America be termed teresting comparison by stating
Jhapel will be open for the morn- they plan various short trips, such Cartney, D.D., will deliver the
No. 154 in your Placement Office
, new frontier such as our West tl^^t in 1885, there were only 346
sermon.
L boat trip around some of
ng service. This entrance is for
at any first- or second-class post
fas''"
was a definite no. Al- institutions of higher learning in
Sunday afternoon beginning at
itudents only. This does not mean lakes, etc.
office. Application forms may be
though
the population is less dense, the U.S., whereas in 1947, there
2:30,
Prexy
will
edit
Volume
XXII
The
meetings
are
informal
and
;hat students may not use the
obtained from these post offices,
comparison with other countries ^ e r e 1500 such institutions with
joyable according to President of the Animated Magazine. The
(ther doors—of course they may.
from Civil Service regional offiof today (this due to the large 2,400,000 students in attendance,
Jut only students may use the Margaret Bell. Students are in- ceremonies will be held in the Sandor from the U.S. Civil Service
Amazon Valley, forests, etc.), those ^ " increase of 76% over the numower door. The idea behind it is vited to come to the meetings and spur bowl in back of the AdminIt's time now to choose your Commission, Washington 25, D. C.
itable for settlement and, ^er of students in 1885. This inOf the 16 favorite Valentine and make the Applications for tbe Physical Scihis:
at present students who ar- enjoy the fun at hand every Sun- istration building.
'ive late for service—or somewhat day evening at 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.,famous contributors expected this date for the gala Valentine Ball, ences and Biological Aid examina- development are, in many i n J crease m college attendance is m
the Winter Park Methodist year, the first four to be announced next Saturday night, February 12, tion must be on file not later than stances, over-crowded. It is in-, "^^nor part due to an increase in
ate!—have to wait outside or in
t e r e s t i n # t o note that the recent' P*>P"lation. He traced the imSenator Paul H. Douglas (D. at Orlando Country Club.
he narthex until the Choir has Church, located about four blocks are:
February 24, 1949.
n population noted in this Portant inventions from 3500 B. C.
)rocessed up the center aisle. Un- from the Rollins campus on Inter- 111.); Eric Johnson, former presiThe Chi Os and KAs, who are
locale is due, not to immigration ' "P to the present and, in terms of
ler this new arrangement" some- lachen Avenue. Those in doubt dent of the U.S. Chamber of Com- jointly sponsoring this formal
(which is rigidly restricted), but: "horsepower", stated their usefulwhat late" comers may enter the hould just follow the crowd at merce; Karl T. Compton, physicist; dance, are busy with plans to turn
to propagation. The countries' de- "ess to man. He also cited greatower door and be seated in the that^ time and find it. All are in- and Edward R. Murrow, radio news the Orlando Country Club into a
ficiency in capital is being allevi-, ^y increased efficiency because of
;enter section of the Chapel from vited whether they're Methodists analyst. General admission to the red and white Valentine wonderby loans from other countries applied psychology in industry and
bleachers
is
free.
Tickets
for
the
N. Palmer
he side aisle. Seats will be re- or not, no character references
land where you can dance with
,erved there and kept reserved un- necessary, however many char- reserved sections of seats at $1.20, your true one to the music of InThe Community Service Commit- and large foreign investments in the armed forces. In stressing the
il after the Choir has entered the acters" are present a t their meet- including tax, may be purchased in gram Willox from 9-12.
e is one of the most active and their industries and other projects, need for framed te^nicians m the
It is Wythe's hope and belief field of pure or scientific psycholihancel. Then the seats will be ings. You are invited to be a advance by mailing" remittance
Special event of the evening will hardest working committees on the that the U.S and Latin America ogy, Dr. Scott pointed out that appayable to Rollins College with a
guest.
.pened to the public.
the crowning of the King and Chapel Staff. Its members volself-addressed, stamped envelope Queen of Hearts. Everybody has unteer their time and effort to will be able to work together in plied psychology is not only beneficial but almost a necessity to
to Miss Chloe Lyle, cashier's ofValentine, and we hope you'll serve their community as leaders the future for their mutual adfice, Rollins.
.ntages. Following each session modern education, medicine, minand assistant leaders of Girl Scout
there with yours.
discussion period with questions istry, business, law, etc., as well
troops, sponsors
of Tri-Hi-Y
That evening at 8:15, Lawrence
as in industry and military servgroups, and workers in the Winter from the audience took place.
Olivier's motion picture producSecond Session
Park Day Nursery.
tion of "Hamlet" will open at the
The second address of the afterMrs.
Flora Lindsay Magoun, asAnnie Russell Theatre. Orchestra
The Community Service Commitnoon was presented by Arthur L.
Applications for EditorsViip of
and talceny seats will be $2.40 and
tee makes investigations into how sistant professor of business eduDecker,
vice president, Bucher and
ho Sandspur may now be filed
$1.80 respectively. The movie will
it can put to the best use its al- cation a t Rollins, presided at the
Co.,
Chicago, and a specialist in
rith the Publications Union. The
continue with matinee and evening
Since the last meeting of the lotment from the Chapel Fund. A afternoon meeting Thursday. Mr. the field of marketing. His subluties of the Editor of the Sandperformances throughout the fol- economy committee, a great deal letter from a Rollins friend re- D'Arcy Edmondson, director genject: "Imploitation Toward an Ex,.pur are to supervise all work on
lowing week.
of progress has been made in each cently aided by $50 check from the eral of the British Information panding World Economy". He injhe publication, to assume full reNext Sunday morning, February
week end will close Monday, dormitory to aid in the drive. Stu- Committee told its own sad but Service, spoke on "The Marshall
ferred
that his address would sound
ponsibility for the contents, and 13, an organization called the "Aft- February 21, with the mid-winter
dents have been very cooperative grateful story. The recipient had Plan Through the Eyes of an Eu- a critical note and many would
lo comply with all publication er Chapel Club" will be inaugurat- convocation at 10 a.m. This conin shutting off lights that are not been ill and unable to work for ropean". He reported that "in probably disagree 'with him, but he
gpcci fications set for him by the ed. It will meet every Sunday for vocation will be held in observance
Paris,
representatives
of
16
Marbeing used; taking showers that some time, when his wife became
stressed several fine points in his
' u h l i t a t i o n s Union. The position one hour from 11 to IZ. This will of the 64th anniversary of the
don't take more than two minutes; sick. The case was brought to the shall Plan nations, with those of discussion. He predicted that 100
f Kilitor runs for three ternis. be an all-student affair with mem- founding of Rollins College.
and taking what they want but attention of the Committee, which bi-zone, French and Anglo-U.S. years from now this time will be
Io will receive $200 as salary for bers of the faculty invited to lead
eating what they take at the Bean- forwarded a check. The following zones of Germany, daily discuss referred to as the Age of Expedhe three terms. In addition he discussions. The first part of the
ery. In this way, the saving on day the wife died, leaving no in- problems common to them all".
lill receive one seminar credit a hour will be open for question and " L i t t l e Foxes'* Tryouts small items will gradually result surance. The Committee's contri- History has seldom seen them all iency. In quoting statistics he
noted that 28 million have reached
discussion of the morning sermon.
in big savings, and will facilitate bution, used to help pay funeral friendly to each and has never be- the lawful age of 21 since 1932,
To apply for this position the But the main part of the hour will
the administration a great deal in expenses, had arrived just at a time fore seen them prepared to reveal knowing only the governmental ad.ppliLant must write a letter to be devoted to a topic. The leader
their whole economic position to
when it was most needed.
Tryouts for "IJttle Foxes' %-f their endeavors to cut over-all col
ministrations of F. D. Roosevelt
he Publications Union stating his will introduce the subject and then
.ch other.
He summed these
For the Community Service ComLillian Hellman will be next Mon- lege expenses.
lalifications. If the Publicat
the rest of the time will be used day night, February 13, from 8
However, it is all up to the in mittee and other committees of the points up by saying the Marshall | and Harry S. Traman. Mr. Decklion accepts the qualifications for a free exchange of ideas. Dr.
er believes we need the knowledge
Chapel
Staff
to
continue
doing
Plan
has
been
a
s
valuable
dividual
Rollins
student.
If
he
o;
until 10 and Tuesday afternoon
le applicant will be given
Nathan Starr will be the flrst leadshe endeavors to save, regardles-.- these good works we must give to stimulant for economic coopera- of the older generation today. Just
publish a trial issue of the Sand- er. The subject is: "What is the from 4 to 6 at the Fred Stone Thein what manner, be it even the the Chapel Fund drive. The Com- tion among European nations as 100 years ago 4 out of 7 people
atre.
Scripts
for
the
play
can
be
At the end of the winter Sense of Religion?" All students
in the U.S. were engaged in the
found in the Reserve room. Every- smallest item, the student body mittee members contribute their it was in furnishing financial aid.
the student body will 'elect
production of food, while today
Third Session
are invited. The group will meet one who wishes to t r y out is urged can make this economy drive a services; will you contribute your
person whom they want for
money
?
A
panel
discussion
filled
tjie
proin the Chapel conference room.
great
success.
(Continued on page 4)
ead the scripts first.
Rldit

Westminister Choir To
Give Program March 9th
Student Assembly
Provokes Cheers

GELEBRATl
10 BE FEB. 13

Cat Hunt Ends W i t h
Bagging O f Bobcat

U. S. Civil Service
Exam Announced

Methodist Group
Invites Students

i

Chapel To Provide
Student Entrance

FORMAL DANCE
SEI FOR SAI.

Community Service
Work Cited

Applications For Sandspur
Editorship Now Accepted

Economy Drive
Makes Progress

After Chapel Club
To Hold First Session

Monday At F. S- T.
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Thundering Heard

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1949

•Slinging HorseFeathers

: the post office
of March 3, 1S79.

r Landagoshin! I can't think of
2nd Card Player: What is it?
a good subtitle every week!
3rd Card Player:
Get a stick,
expect at these assemblies than
quick!
do you. No, these people do not
By Bob Elman
4th Card Player: Don't kill it
expect winged cherubims that will
The scene again this week is the Maybe we can bring it to Bio and
descend upon us with red hot tongs
I should think that the men who of fire while glorifying and praisChase Hall living room. I came get extra credit.
have won the honor of wearing an ing the school with "Rollins, haleMe: Huh?
in the other night full of wine and
Sum Burchers "R" in one sport would want to lujah!" But they may expect
whimsy, and sat myself near the
1st Card Player: Why don't
Audy Tontaska
.. Alice Smith see Rollins teams in other sports ley Jackie Bullock and other lovely
card table. "As the Spectator in you crawl away and make up a
NancF Fry do well. The winning of an "R"
an eighteenth century
coffee- couple of scoops for your column?
iderson
cheerleaders Ginger Butler, Pat
Ken Fenderson
is a bond, a^ the existence of the van Sickle, Gloria Parker, and Joi
house," thought I, "so shall. I obThen I realized why the cold
C:iethaii
Chati McKiethai
McDonnell "R" Club proves. Yet last Thurs- Wheeler to appear before us and
serve the scholars and sports of shoulder. I decided I had better
— - McOo aid day night that club initiated new
.. Martha
the day, in this, the modem coun- make a public apology for, and regive 15 loud cheers for Roll
Robert Van
Layout and Lead Edit
terpart of Ye Olde English Inn— traction of, some mistaken news
Bev Hiinson members so effectively with pad- Blue and Gold. Would this be too
dles that I suspended practice the much for you Ewing? Maybe you
^Tow Marble-: nouth isn't his real where smart people congregate." and views in my last article. It
next day, three days before an in- are above it. I'n not—yet. (and
name. Me eataed it by being un- In short, I was looking for story seems that I'm still at the awkward
tercollegiate race, in order to al- I'm betting bald!) I don't know
age when it comes to newspaper
intelligiDie at; Beans every morn- material.
low the healing of that part of the your robust aunt nor am I familiar
The conversation of the Chase writing.
ng. We thought at first that he
Stanley Kudd, Gordon Marks
body which may have been de- with how your Tennessee friends
.t'^as an underwater fountain-pen Intelligentsia went something like
signed to paddle, but on which a react to her speech making hut I
salesman. Weeks of frustrating this:
First of all, the Frosh Show is
Ann Lewis Turley, Juana *bostedo
crew race must be rowed.
do know this: She probably won't endeavor to understand t h a t mumRewrite
1st Card Player: I'll call yau'. supposed to be given March 6 just
I do not imagine this episode peak in assembly very soon, so bling at the end of the breakfast
1 Olson, Polly Clark, Dale Travis
Joan Strahal6;
as the ed. says, NOT February 27
How's
three
aces?
Piny Reviews
will cause either the winning or don'ti worry. You will hear in- table were in vSin. Finally someas I said, or March 1 as the ed.
Milton Schwartz, Nan Van Zile
2nd Card Player: Beats me.
Gerry Walk.
losing of the Gasparilla Cup race, stead Dr. Mims, who is English one proposed a code. One finger
Features
3rd Card Player: Lucky at cards originally said, or March 7 as my
Mary Ann Price, Meg S th, Belford Richard.s, Merle Hodge
but it will make the remaining department head at Vanderbilt would mean cream, two sugar, and
lagan, Carol Grasky, Na:
roommate insisted before the Sand.
Hagan,
Nancy Morrison, Susan Tati
and
love!
Did
you
see
the
babe
he
Derek Dunn-Rankin, Bob El:
preparation for, and the rowing nd who has given some of the three cigarette. With the first
spur came out—or never as Dick
of the race unnecessarily uncom- most stirring lectures ever heard drag on his cigarette the day would had out last night?
4th Card Player: That's nothing, Bate says sometimes in fits of defortable for four members of the at the Annie Russell. He's a pret- begin—"now when I was in In.
I got women tearing their hair out spondency.
crew.
astle, Beverly Cotter, Billie Moore, Randy Walker, Nettie Qoldr
ty right guy, Ewing, ask around.
Well, anyway, Pete, you would
for me.
Does the organized body of Rol To continue, the program will probLayout
Harold McKinney (hereafter re1st Card Player: Yeah, but who not have known either, if it hadn't
lins athletes stand for the sur ably not be conducted as you susRae Holden, Jo Ann Dilly, Carol Reed, Sylvia Erikson
irred to as Mac) claims Washing- wants to go out with bald-headed been for Sue Tate's rousing letvival
of
paddling,
with
its
outlet
pect. After you've been at RolTypists
ter to the "Thundering Heard", on
ton D. C , as his home. He heard worhen ?
Jack Reardon, Marshall Stone, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel for a few sadists, as the standard lins long enough you may realize
about Rollins while at Georg2nd Card Player: Well, things the subject of freshman cooperaof admission to their brotherhood that not only does the faculty have
_
Snorts Department
tion. So there.
Tech and came here as a junior are tough all over.
of those who by skill and courage dignity but they can also offer you
Bill Goldrick, Ralph Siedel, Nancy Morrison, arge Watson
last year. We owe much to that
4th Card Player: Shut up and
have won the right to wear the something too—honest! [True the
unsung hero a t Tech who first un- deal. Anybody got a cigarette?
I did something else last week
Rollins
''R*'
?
Finally,
do
they
students may "jabber" (as you
Associated (jDlleeiate Press
furled the Rollins banner in Mac's
3rd Card Player (handing him for which I was sorry. I accused
stand for handicapping groups of say) a few of those old cheers for
presence.
Distributor of
one): They sell 'em you know . . . Johnny (of Philip Morris) of not
their own members in intercol- the hundredth time. You won't beWhen he adopted Rollins last
As the talk went on in this giving away free cigarettes when
legiate competition by reversion to lieve it, but there are some of us
a practice which the fraternities students who are still yelling those year his first impressions of the steady stream of trite catch- he was here. I had heard this
ESTABLISHED 1K 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Park
Avenue
Annex
were
expressphrases
I thought, "Never, since from a reliable source (WJ
have
abolished
as
childish
and
old cheers for more than the hunUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
harmful ince World War II?
dredth time. Somehow they don't ed with a now famous query: Socrates tutored little Greek ur- there myself), who turned out to
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
"Where's the nearest b a r ? " It's chins, have scholars been so un- be not so reliable. My apologies,
Sincerely yours,
sound
so
silly
at
foot
ball
games,
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore witlwut a feer,
baseball games, crew races, etc., Mac's way of getting acquainted— scholarly. Why, they should be Mr. Benson, Mr. Hedges, Mr. MorU. T. Bradley
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these mil be
and before long he was that. Ev- discussing great poets 'and paint- ris . . . and Johnny. One thing
Crew Coach. and even at pep rallies. I know eryone from Myra the maid to
found ufon investigation to be among the exiraordifiary qualities of
sounds silly to you, but then
,—Mattise,' Rabbalaise, Diablo, more: remember I inferred that
the
you're above it. I'm not—yet. I Mike the mascot knew and liked Fiasco . . ." They finally noticed some men were even switching to
"Dear Miss McAlIester,
Camels? Well, within five (
guess we can expect (using your "that fellow from India who
6 sitting there.
The Rollins Freshmen this week claim the supreme honor I would humbly like to discuss adjective again) a bleary-eyed writes". He wrote much, drank 1st Card Player:
Well, look (I got this from a reliable source
of being the most lackadaisical, spiritless collection of ad- your letter written last week about alumnus to speak to us now and much, and told weird taJes of rev- what the cat dragged in!
too), they switched back to wo:
school assemblies.
ditions to be seen on this campus for many a moon.
Prexy Holt will be gone at elry in India.
At first they looked promising. From all appearances Ewing, there are only a few the end of this year and he's al- But Mac is more than a colorful
they came from healthy stock, smiled eagerly, laughed with students who keep remarKing, "The most like an alumnus (and I bet he Bohemian. He is also actively inthe ambitious vigor of youth, and talked enthusiastically only way we can get school spirit considers himself one.) Still there terested in student affairs. On his
is to have college assemblies." This are a few of us who would walk shoulders rest the responsibilities
about Roily Colly.
is not the only way but it is one all the way over to the Annie Rus- of president of the Publications
Then the truth became known.
of
the ways. This is rather a dif- sell to hear what he has to say. Union, editor of the Flamingo, and
They were not doers—they were do nothings! Result?
The upperclassmen will have the initial privilege this year ficult point to get across to you, say again you're new, Ewing, and Independent representative in the
because
you haven't been at Rol- you don't exactly know what I'm Student Council.
of not seeing the traditional freshman show put on yearly
By Pancho Knott
inside pocket of his double-breastlins long enough to know A'hat will talking about—but then you have
by their predecessors.
Somehow between writing novface and Jolting Joe leaned ed seer-sucker coat and was preturn up at assembly t.nd what
been around long enough els, reading Shakespeare, narrat- back exotically and took long, sat- paring to pull forth a roll of geetus
Know why?
won't. By the way, have you ever either.
No reason!
ing Indian exploits, and maintain- isfying drags on their imported big enough to choke a horse when
been to a Rollins assembly at all,
The little dears just couldn't get together 'cause they Ewing? I think tha speculators
ing an office on Fark Avenue, stogeys . Before them stood a tall, the silence of the night was broken
were too tired, too busy, or just too lazy. Hence, their class to whom you referred last week
North, he manages to give frequent dark, muscularly serene figure. He by the explosive ping of a Naip to make these assemblies
now bears the cross of breaking one of the most colorful know a little more about what to
exhibitions of skill on the tennis bore the stature of a soldier, he robi blow gun. Immediately, Saenjoyable for you maybe we
traditions which the student body is so proud of. That is
courts and a t Dubsdread. But the had the physique of a weight-lifter, fari Sam stepped in front of the
to say that our future spirit is now built on sand—loose
McKinney athletic prowess shines and his gleaming green eyes show- sadistic young North American
sand! It could be a foundation of a more solid structure,
brightest on the intramural grid- ed forth great cunning and daring. gangster and waited bravely for
but it doesn't look like it will prove such.
iron. His performance in the In- Across his forehead was the brand the impact which he knew would
dependent backfield will be remem- of a lowly half-caste. He stood come any minute. Two minutes
They don't lack talent, leadership, or ability. But they
bered. To him they are indebted quietly before Babyface and Jolt- later it did come. Plunk! Safari
do lack interest. That's it! Lack of interest. For this we
for the ingenious strategy of tir- ing Joe, his huge muscular arms
are sorry and ashamed.—K.E.F.
Sam screamed and gritted his teeth
By John Vtliitmire
The class in Medieval Art got ing the opposition by letting them folded quietly at his sides.
in horrible pain as a deadly pigmy
Babyface spoke: 'Glad to meet poisoned arrow imbedded itself
off to a rousing start the other day
The Studio Club decided at its when Miss Cameron said "Let's
Thus Mac
Rollii
vill
ya. Safari Sam."
deep into his hairy chest. Babylast meetings to send delegates to talk about dead people", smiled
Safari Sam spoke: "Glad to meet face spoke, his voice tremoring
the show of work by college stu- and turned off the lights. The
you, too, Bwana McKuba Baby- wiht concern: "Stay right here,
dents at Lakeland. Camel cara- class moved on to new and greater could arrange the subjects perti- face.
Who's this ugly looking .Sam! I'll go get a corpsman."
i will be leaving Friday after- horizons when Bud Wittbold gave nent to the position of your appre- punk with y a ? "
1 and Saturday morning and his report on ancient vaults. Un- ciation, that is, in your stomach.
Jolting Joe reached for his Luger
Safari Sam's answer was quick
Thursday, February 10
return Saturday night with told hours of research and labor You say that better food from at the insult, but was quickly
2:00—Student-Faculty Exhibition Morse Gallery o£ Art, open daily what's left of the students. Why went into the report Bud tells us, Beans might excite some enthusi- quieted down by Safari Sam's im- and to the point! "No, Bwana McKuba Babyface. Me, Safari Sam
couldn't somebody cast a few old but it was really worth it.
to public.
asm, maybe so. I don't think too mediate toothy grin which showed
Burchers, take care of this thing
heads into the basket on Miss Ort4;00—John Martin Lecture Series, Congregational Church.
The students in Mr. Greason's much about it because after lis- he was only ribbing Jolting Joe.
7:00—International Relations Club meeting, Alumni House. A mayer's bicycle and come down ? 132 are earnestly planning their tening to visiting students rave "Me heap glad to meet you, too, in my own way." Safari Sam
reached quickly into the inside cormovie of "The Battle of San Pietro".
Somebody said the other day that futures. Tim Loftin wants to go on, I feel I'm pretty lucky. But Bwana McKuba Jolting Joe. Me
ner of his right boot and drew
7:16—Tertullia, Casa Iberia.
they had heard that a plastered to Europe and really get in on LA I have no right to say anything heard much about you."
forth a wicked looking bolo. He
7:30—Valentine Pledge Party by the Kappas, Pugsley Hall.
"Oh, y e a h ? " Jolting Joe's voice
nun had been hanging ai'ound the BOHEME. Jane Crosby may study here because I'm comparing it to
then proceeded to dig into the flesh
8:15—"The First Mrs. Fraser", Laboratory Theater.
sculpture studio and that some- nursing bait what she really wants army chow and actually Beans food took on a tone of warmth and
Friday, February 11
friendliness. "Press the flesh. Sa- of his chest until the root of the
thing should be done about it. It to do is go back to South America
sometimes rather delectable.
arrow was uncovered. Blood lay
3:15—Slaughtering of the Jabberwock, Beanery Kitchen.
turned out that the lady in ques- and fight bulls. The nurses' trainHowever, if the situation does fari Sam!" The two punks shook
8:15—"The First Mrs. Fraser", Laboratory Theater.
everywhere! After extracting the
tion was the creative work of Bev ing may come in handy in view of not improve for you Ewing, I sug- hands.
Saturday, February 12
('I live dangerously and love it.') the latter profession. The class gest this: Give the programs a
Babyface continued: "I suppose, poisoned shaft, Safari Sam dreff
3:00—Girls Basketball Game, Tampa.
Hanson and because the work be- is up to its well trained eyes in chance and lend your spirit (I Safari, that Bones Baxter has out- forth a salt shaker from his shirt
Sunday, February 13
longs to Wonderful Bev no danger oils this week and somebody sug- know you have some) to the effort lined your job for ya. You're to and sprinkled a generous supply
9:45—Chapel Service.
is involved. Sculptress E. Shaw, gested that they wear bathing that is being expended for the take me and Joe here up the Nile into the open wound, which naturMonday, February 14
a transfer from the Hoboken suits to class as they all end up promotion of enjoyable assemblies. into the interior to help me recruit ally would counteract the deadly
3:30—General Reeve Literary and Oratorical Competition for the School of Voice and Embalming, looking like a cross between a
Oh yes, that was an accurate bit some new boys for my outfit in the pigmy poison. In a few minutes,
Hamilton Holt Award. Knowles Chapel.
turned out something really collos- spatter print and a non-objective of humor you related about your States. I'll give ya all the neces- Safari Sam was good as new.
Tuesday, February 15
Babyface spoke: "What's the
sal the other day. Shaw did a by Dwain Sommers.
father's money being spent on Har- sary geetus ya need and you can
8:15—"The Late George Apley", Annie Russell Theatre.
plaque of a muscular brute rolling
The studio has acquired a new ry Truman and Hamilton Holt. get the equipment and hire all the pitch. Safari ? Who in the Casbah
Wednesday, February 16
would want to rub me out and pre3. The only flaw in the work phonograph which we hope is per- You're right. Hamilton Holt and peons and coolies. R i g h t ? "
5:00—Phi Beta meeting in the Alumni House.
that at first glance nobody manent. Music really helps and Rollins College are practically one
"Right, Bi^ana McKuba Baby- vent me from going up the Nile?
For complete list of Founders' Week (February 14 to 21) activities knows whether the figure is hav- any contributions from the art stu- —and many of us are proud of it
face! Now give me some of that Huh ? Who would want to do such
see "Founders' Week Program".
ing trouble with the logs or hav- dents toward the purchase of same
a dastardly thing as t h a t ? "
Sincerely,
geetus ya was referring to."
ing trouble keeping his pants on! will be gratefully accepted.
Ken Fenderson
Babyface reached deep into the,
(Continued next week)
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To the Editor
The Sandspur:

Oollegiafe Di6est

The K E E L E R S

Whitmire Reports
From Down A t Studio

DriFtin' Back
Spawned by Jim McMenemy
Here we go again. Gosh, I asked
you all to write. Let's see . . .
November 20, 1920. What an H
of a dull year. Not a darn thing.
The only news of any interest to
anyone was the building of a new
swimming dock down in back of
Cloverleaf.
The article included
a small sentence (probably wojjth
nothing). But here goes.
"Besides the greater convenience
in the location of the dock the comfort of walking to the dock for a
swim without encountering the all
too friendly advances of the beloved Sandspur is greatly appreciated".
So that is why they built the
new dock. So the girls wouldn't
have to encounter the friendly advances of the sandspur. Friendly

advances of the sandspur! What
the blazes!
On a more serious plane there
was an editorial about the Sandspur editor getting credit for his
efforts. It seems that 20 years
ago the ed was trying to get something started, an dit was a motion
which was kicking around campus
just recently. "It seems to me
that the Sandspur editorship should
at least net a measly seminar
credit."
The editor of the Sandspur work?
damn hard to get out an issue. The
pittance he receives in return is
hardly worth the effort.
There was nothing else in the
November 20th issue of the 192C
Sandspur except a pile of corny
jokes. No, I won't tell one.

it""' 1
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ROLLINS

CAMPUS KEYHOLERS
Phi Musings.
' There really ain't much to talk
''about until we get a few of the
sisters
outa'
the well-known
''i"clink"! Nope, it isn't quite that
Hbad, but they're not making many
points with the Winter Park and
DeLand police departments. How'icver, if it weren't for people like
*^ Sue and Robin, life would be pretty
Mull for them, and they'd probably
^starve. Most of the trouble start"^led on our trip over to Stetson last
''^Thursday to help the sisters over
•ithere do a little "colonizing". It
V a s loads of fun in spite of the
"V'law"!
> Nancy "Oh-look-at-me-now" Surges took lil' Rima home with her
to Fort Pierce for the week-end.
J^Prances is going crazy cause Bev's
ttigone home too, with her Purdue
t^man tagging along, and nobody in
ithe whole house loves her except
^(everybody that's gone. The reason
kffor this is that she monopolizes
nthe telephone and tells people she's
lisomebody that she really ain't! Can
you imagine anything worse?
t, Norma Jean, our new prexy, and
IjDon were among the Sigma Nus
iijand their dates attending the clash
H'of the Rollins Sigma Nus and
»,their Stetson brothers last week.
Jeanine's time was sorta taken
up over tbe week-end with her
, "Gatorland" Sigma Chi.
' NOTICE: We were only foolin',
"Jprannie, honest! Please get up
, oft those tracks . . . here comes
' t h e "dinky"!
'''
Alpha Phi Phun
^ Dorrie started the week end off
''with a trip to Jacksonville to play
with the varsity basketball team
'^against the WAVES. Mag had
as her guest Anne Hall from Chat"tanooga, all of which livened things
•'up Saturday night.
^ All the Alley Fleas are work"ing hard on their Cardiac Aid drive
"which comes off this week, and
"that's taken up most of our time.
^However, we did take off one night
Ltor our pledge-active party, which
Jturned out to be a howling sueThen too, it's "courtesy week"
for the pledges, and the actives are
"enjoying a week of leisure, being
^'-waited on hand and foot.

THREE

SANDSPUR

Ad Libbins

Wax Museum

iels, and Student Pete Dye.
Oh, yes—Joe Masters gave up
Idon't neglect to come and hear tvomen for Lenfr.
Or:
Let's-not-have-any-more-ofthese men of wisdom. Tickets are
Chi O Capers
going fast, get yours now for the -Grand Central Station couldn't those-insipid-subtitles-Mr. Elman.
Fred Taylo
Time once more to dig down deep
small investment of $3.99 plus fed- have been more lively than our
"Ad
I am starting this col
eral, state and county taxes.
squirrel cage last week end! Rich into the archives of jive with your
Libs"
(if
you'll
pardon the first
flew down from Washington to platter playboy . . . Time also to
visit Dixie, Gail buzzed up from remember that whether you get person singular) as an attempt to
Independent Fubar
Miami to see Phyllis, and Jerry your kicks with Bix or hop with promote useful, constructive and
Did you know:
drove in from N. C. to give Jean bop I'm here to plug your favorite INTELLIGENT criticism of the
Marian went to Daytona Sat- a thrill. Nan went to Jacksonville, record, tune, or musician. Dave plays at Rollins, their individual
urday with debonnaire Gene Buysse and Rhoda went to Tampa. Ew- Cramp take notice!
actors and their technical aspects.
and his friends.
The life of this column depends
Miss Alys Oglesby, of the Lakeleft Thursday morning for
Connie and P a t Burgoon spent West Palm Beach to play in a ten- side Lovelies, was so impressed upon YOU, the armchair critics of
a quiet week end at the infirmary.
with last week's portrait of Jackie Rollins. I mean any or all of you,
tournament there.
Wednesday night Hal, Ann, Pat,
Sentimental Journey" seems to Cain, that she presented this de- whether you be Theatre Arts MaElaine, P. J., Joan, and Lynn cele- be Janet Ott's theme song these partment with a gold-lacquered jors or not. One of the things
brated Gail's birthday over plates days. She's in a trance making copy of Jackie's Penthouse Sere- which we of the theatre departfull of waffles.
preparations to pack to go to Win- nade, on the condition that we'd do ment have needed badly is a source
Puppy love leads to a dog's life ter Carnival at Dartmouth this right by it and give it a plug. For of helpful, useful criticism and
after marriage, (via an English week end.
those who have this particular tune suggestion concerning our work,
class.)
vocalovely, both as individuals and as an orIncluded on some fine parties by this particular
ganized whole.
-er a t the Carrigan's beautiful there's npthing more to be said; for
those
who
haven't,
we
hasten to
Don't get me wrong now, belakeshore home last week were AgLambda Chi News
point out that this is one of the cause I don't mean this column as
gie,
Kit,
Betty,
and
Pat.
Thar wuzn't much thet happenAfter the basketball game last best biscuits of '49. Miss Cain ex- an outlet for "cranks" to air their
ed over "tub Hooker this last weekhibits a delicate taste for phrasing, gripes about the way the Theatre
end. Thet there McMenemy feller Wednesday night, everyone mi- that comes only after singing ALL
is run. I mean it to be a way
had a birthday and his friendly, grated over to the Sigma Nu house types of music with ALL types of
whereby we can help individual
brothers tosses him in the lake, a- for a warm open house. Saw Bev accompaniment.
actors to become better actors and
dancing
with
Don,
Margie
talking
tired in his own liddle birthday
The current sensation of the na- Rollins Shows to become tetter
suit. Corse ol Jim developed a gal- with John V., Ginger playing pingtion is shaping up as a prolific lit- Theatre.
lopin case o goose pimples but his pong with Notie, and -Kit playing
tle trio that runs about under the
Come on now, you must have
pals went back to bed thinkin' they cards with Corky Gremer from U.
Fla. Everyone enjoyed the de- fetching title of The Cats 'n' Jam- lots of ideas about actors or plays
had did a job well done.
mers. This intrepid triumvirate you've seen. What was it that
ous
hot
chocolate,
cookies,
and
Did they git a jolt.
features the electric piano of Jess
Next day liddle Bud Johnson popcorn popped over the open fire. Stacy, Remo Palmieri on guitar, bothered you about so-and-so's
characterization of such-and-such
Saturday night Dick and Betty,
jus plum woke up everybody in
and, playing bass, is a Boston Boy a part? What was wrong with
Bob
and
Aggie
enjoyed
the
perthe house when he left to go on a
lance of the distinguished named Curtis Woolf, who boasts of the second act of such-and-such a
huntin trip with the Whittbolds.
a year at Rollins! How 'bout that?
Lion hunting. Too! Lions of all pianist ai the Civic Music Concert They have but one record to their
Somewhere on Park Avenue is
P.S.—See you at the dance Satfool things. Ha!
credit—a pre-ban opus entitled Fell a little store. The Music Box.
01 George Franklin, who wuz urday night!
Me Woodsman, With A Snag- They have some very nice records.
voted the most god-awful sumpWhy not drop in and listen to some
Toothed Saw (honest: that's i t ) .
Alpha Phi Lambda
thin, wuz seen datin' Charlie KOnce upon a time there was a
necht in some of the lowest dives.
Now there aint nuthin more to bad Alpha Phi Lambda who would
write about. More people got pin- not go to bed when his housemothSOPHOMORE
IF SHE'S A FRF,SHMAN
told him to. He walked around
ned over the week end but it wasn't
one of us. Nuthin ever happins to the campus all night listening to She blushes at naughty jokei
She smiles at naughty jokes.
all the sleep talkers. Some of the

of them? They have Stardust, by course, they have some other recHerbie Fields, Cuanto Le Gusta, ords, but these just arrived, and
by Claude Thornhill, and A Little show signs of becoming very pop(Continued on page 4)
Bird, by Wee Bonnie Baker. Of

EVALUATION OF A CO-ED

things he heard can't be printed—
others are too dull, yet bits reWhile asleep—a few nights ago
J. T. Hurphey and Freddy McFalls
vere continuing their game of
Ghost" which they started on the
bus going to St. Pete to the Choir
concert last Sunday. The ghost's
ime is CENSORED.
Milton Schwartz was screaming
like mad the other night in his
He was just getting ready to
speak in Chapel. The next day he
iiplained about a noise in his
m the night before. Milton, if
you only knew!

Gamma Phi Gaddings
She wants to maixy a football
Tanya
Moiseiwitsch,
Penny's
player.
step-sister, caused all the dither
down in Strong Hall this past week
She thinks a college education
end. Benno Moiseiwitsch is tourleads to things social, cultural,
ing the United States and gave a
and academical.
magnificent concert in Orlando
She thinks midnight is late.
Saturday night. Penny has not
seen her sister since she left EngShe reads "What every young girl
land when she was eleven. Tanya
should know."
is a costume and scenic designer
for the Old Vic Theater in London.
t'on't date a boy who has
!•
Tanya left Tuesday and said she
had a drink.
,
X Club
enjoyed everything and liked EolI, Pete Fay is about due to t r y and
She thinks things learned i
lins a lot>
.make his escape from the infirmlege
leave
one intelligent.
More relatives are in town—
"ary this week. He has been sufI didn't linger long at Johnson
She tells her mother everything
! fering from a severe case of the Nancy's mother is here for a month
li's
window
because
he
was
ti gout, an ingrowing toenail, and a with two friends. Harriet and dreaming in Chinese. He did say
leprotruding Adam's apple. He has Marge left us Saturday for the
ething I could understand. It
lilost an unusual amount of weight basketball game with the WAVES went like this, "Economic Confer- She likes to smooch.
iso any seeing the said telephone , the Navy base a t Jacksonville. ence, Economic Conference."
Her motto: Mother Knows Best.
Dee
and
Milt
took
off
for
a
week
cpost with arms please report it to
Evidently Tom Mullen was tryend in Cuba, or more correctly
jthe infirmary immediately.
ing to name the mystery melody—
She thinks all boys are :
,: Harry Hancock got a two pass "The land of Maracas and rum".
[ in his sleep. I should think
ijthis week end, and took advantage Oh what a trip. Seems everyone he'd know by now that it isn't
She drinks Cokes on a date.
iof it by going down to Clearwater, thought they were honey-mooning Oh How I Hate To Get Up In
j one of the few frontier towns left —just a little behind times down The Morning".
,;in Florida. The stage Harry was there.
Someone must have whispered
Congratulations to Dody Copley,
on ran into Indian trouble on the
the word Typewriter to Bob Heath
, last 20 miles of the trip, and all of our new alumnae president for the
before he fell asleep or else his
; the party were scalped except our Orlando and Winter Park chapter.
icience bothered him Sunday
, boy Harry and another equally
night because he kept yelling, "I'll
Crow Call
bald headed old gentleman. Harry
give it back. I'll give it back,
There's been solitude the past
.said that just as a young brave
Fred."
was about to scalp him the old week a t the KA house. There's
After I got back to 218, I crawled
I chief looked down on the scene been few KAs the past week at
into my inner spring and fell
. and said, "We no takum culls, let's the KA house. Our boys were
ileep.
called away—not by the white coat
go."
Our congratulations go to KenThe Club had a tea party Sat- group—but by athletic officials neth Newbern and Bob Setzer for
j urday in celebration of its 13th an- conducting various contests about
r brilliant performances in
\ nual "Problems of The World Con- the State. Crazy legs Copeland their senior piano and organ re, ference". It began on February and Caballero Balbiers stormed citals last week.
This shoe is really built—it
• 16, 1949. The schedule is as fol- over the Gold Coast and lent their
gets your feet into the g a m e Pred Rogers
mighty rackets to the winning of
gives comfort for general active
lows:
'
a
silver
platter
for
the
tennis
wear. Features are: slip proof
. First Session, Harper Sheppard
molded sole, shoctproof
team. Editor "Well I'll he dipped
I Theatre, February 15, 1949.
Cushion Arch and insole,
in
ink"
Sholley,
Chap
"look
Ma
Bcientific last, breiithable
Panel Discusion: "What afe the
uppers. Washable.
|5.65
, immediate steps toward making I'm smilin" MacDonnel and Ed
I've
got
something
for
you"
GranMiami a 49th s t a t e ? " By Prof.
rEj___INT
/ISIT THEJ_JLINTIMATI
berry
lent
their
dynamic
muscular
Inmand, Doctor Polack and Prof.
ability to the oar of one of Doc
Grulke.
Bradley's shells in the Tampa ReSecond Session, Harper Shepgatta. Also "gones" were G. W.
pard Theatre, February 16, 1949:
Mooney, Buddy McBride, Ed CopeDebate: "How to be a physical
land, Buddy Behrens, and Fitzjohn
ERNIE ERNEST-al Ihe bar
success"; Prof. Happy Clark and
Sablon who lent their bubbling
Hors D'Oeuvres carved 5 lo 7 p.m.
Prof. Phil Moniger vs. Doctors
personalities to a Pelican party
Clyde Kelly and Harvard Cox.
successfully sponsored by the K.
R. C. BAKER
Panel Discussion: "Why have
A. T ' S . Bill "soon to be seen on
202 Park Ave., S.
hair like Motch . . . Get a wig". By
SANFORD, FLORIDA
the hardwood" Schaeffer lent his
the Curlytop twins, Swacker and
cast to the garbage can for good.
Tate .
Good! Bill says none of the brothThird Session, Harper Sheppard ers will have to lend him a hand
Theatre, February 17, 1949:
anymore because he lent his crutch
Panel Discussion: "What plastic to a dark closet a t the infirmary.
surgery did for me, and how you As for myself, I lent a guy three
too may be helped". By Profs dollars and didn't do much of anyDub Palmer, Jupe Arnold, and Doc- thing the whole week end. I just
tor Justice.
walked around town cause the
Panel Discussion: "How I be- silence a t the KA house was too
came a silccess in the ring". By Dr. depressing.
Unusual Trousseau Lingerie
Bob Van Hoose, Pi-of. Bobly Dan•

"Ranny Walker did a swell job
play? Which play would you like
to soe done at RoUins and why? as the Hessian officer in "Pursuit"
What could whoosis do to improve but I wish he would flail the air
his stage presence? What do you a little less with his hands. I think
think Professor, or you. Science it detracts from his voice and facial
expression which should be seen."
Major ?
Sheila Monroe
To give you an idea of what I
mean I have collected a few verbal
"Why couldn't we have a Muscomments as samples;
ical show every year as a regular
part of the Annie Russell sched"Ginny Estes, you could make
ule? I t could be either comedy or
an excellent characterization even
light opera. There are plenty of
better if you relaxed a little. Is
Music Majors with lots of talent to
it because you are a little bit worcast such a show from and it would
ried about -working with Mr. Cargive them a chance to perform in
roll? He may be precise in his
some other manner than their rerequirements but I'm Sure he does
citals."
Hugh Davis
not intend you to think he's tyrannical."
Cameron MacCardell
Do you see what I mean ? Well
then, write down your comments
"I think one of the main com- and drop them to me, Box 457, and
plaints about Rollins plays in gen- r u put them in next week's coleral is that a good many of them umn. Make them general or spelack the pace and swift continuity cific, signed or unsigned. The only
which adds the professional touch right I reserve is to reject any
to a show. If the actors knew material which is likely to cause
their lines as well as they should ill feeling or otherwise be not in
be known by opening night there the spirit which the column is inwould be a lot of valuable time tended. Any such rejected consavedi What right has an actor tributions will be returned to the
to accept a part if he does not originator on request.
seriously intend to know his lines
I beUeve that there are enough
perfectly? (and brother, I include of us -^vho are interested in better
myself)."
Fred Taylor
Theatre at RoUins to make a success of this column. Am I right?

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

MAYFAIR INN

She laughs a t naughty joke;

She tells naughty jokei

She says, "Oh, please stop."

She says, "Oh, pie

She says, "Oh".

She wants to :

She wants to marry a capitalist.

She wants to marry ;

She thinks a college education
leads to thing social and cul-

Ihe thinks a College education
leads to things social.

ihe thinks a college
leads to things.

She thinks midnight is pretty late. She thinks midnight isn't so late. She thinks midnight is midnight.
•How to Win Friends
ence People."

She reads "The Art of Love.'

!he won't date a boy who has just
had a drink.

She reads "Care and Feeding of
Infants".

i't date a boy who has had She won't date a boy unless he
one drink.
drinks.

She thinks things learned in col- She thinks things learned in coUege She thinks things learned
lege leave one fairly intelligent
leave one intelligent enough.
lege leave one.
She tells her room-mate
thing.

every- She teUs her diary everyhtii

She likes to smooch.

She likes to smooch.

She likes to smooch.

Her motto: Death before Disho

Ier motto: Nothing
nothing gained.

She doesn't tell a damn thing.

ventured, Her motto: Boys will be boys.

She thinks most men aren't nice.
She drinks pink ladies

She drinks hiballs on a date.

THE
DE

She drinks anything anytime, anywherq.

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY

LUXE

PACKAGE STORE

Prescriptions

offers a special discount to
party and picnic groups

—

Drugs

Free Delivery

102 Park Ave., N. — Phone 803 — Winter Park

306 E. PARK AVENUE

THE
TOGGERY

LOHR-LEA SHOP

Manhattan Underwear
$ .95 and up
Directly Across from

Daily Arrivals in
—Claire McCardell
—^Tina Leser
—McMullen originals

Campus

g-r>^;-J|9i|

To Make The
Bride Breathtakingly Lovely

Meet Me At The

TEPEE

Also a Marvelous
Collection of Cashmere
Sweaters

Our Satisfied Customers Are Our Best Advertisers

SCHWEIZER'S
SILVER COACH DINER
Corner Pennsylvania and Orange Avenues
WINTER PARK

JACK AND GENE
RoUins Most Popular Rendezvous

education

"Where the Gang Meets Every Night"
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SANDSPUR

Rollins Crew Wins Gasparilla Regatta
Rowers come from Behind
to Win Over Southern
By One-Foot Margin

TARS and FEATHERS

COEDS !N SPORTS

Although the Tar shell boasted
only three members of last year's
powerhouse varsity, -Rollins emerged victorious over Tampa U. and
Southern in Florida's first all-state
regatta held at Tampa last Monday. The meet was one of the
events of the traditional Gasparilla
Day festival, preceding the arrival
of the pirate ship that was to
"capture" the city of Tampa.

Cecil Van Hoose
down . . . Frank Polack never playAccording to Jack McDowell, the ed football until he came to Rollins.
His high school sport was track
Tars will really go up against so:
and he is reputed to be one of the
tough competition in varsity ba,
fastest men in Florida (on the cinball this spring. Opening agaii
the University of Alabama, the ders, that is) . . . Alyse Oglesby,
Tars will face teams like Georgia who was voted the prettiest girl al
Tech, the University of Georgia, the Lambda Chi ball last week is
the University of Florida, and Mi- also an aiwfuUy pretty swimmer
ami. Three or four new prospects . . . Joe Swicegood, who played
have shown up and will be on hand football last year with "Choo Choo"
Choppy water accounted in part for the opening practice on Mon- Justice, but transferred here this
year to be with "Choo Choo's"
for the slow time (5:25) made by day, February 14. Returning' let- brothers, Joe and "Seet", is suptermen include Jupe Arnold, Harthe Tars, but it was mostly due to
vard Cox, Harry Hancock, Milt posed to be a hot-rock softball
the lack of preparation time they Taltbn, Buddy McBride, Paul pitcher. P.S.—Girls, he can also
had for the race.
Klinefelter, Francis Natolis, Clyde square dance, North Carolina style,
The first start was called back Stevens, Johnny Grey, and Bill too.
because of a jumped seat
Williams. The Tars are defendJan Chambers asked me the othTar shell and the second should ing champions of the Florida State er day if I had had any comment
have been, as Tampa's No.
Intercollegiate Baseball League.
about basketball for Rollins. Some
broke his oar blade on the third
The "R" Club, composed of Rol- people think it would go over and
stroke. However, Tampa led at lins varsity lettermen held their others don't. According to the
the start, and either the referee annual initiation ceremony for new Treasurer, money is as scarce as
did not see their signal or they members last week. New mem- hen's teeth around here. Ther
thought that they could hold on to bers initiated were Ed Motch, Chap
few isolated souls who think
their margin even with this handi- McDonnel, Ed Granberry, Dick
good idea but the rest are
cap, for the race was not stopped Saylors, Jupe Arnold, Bill Schaef- not interested. So you see, we
in the first minute, so it had to fer, Clyde Kelly, Jim Imand, Max lack money and enthusiasm and
run to completion,
Grulke, Jean Manzo, and Bart Rob- when you lack enthusiasm, you
Tampa held their original lead bins. The Club wUl hold a clam- might as well forget it. I, peruntil the halfway marker, with bake tomorrow night at Sanlando sonally, believe that some school
Rollins and Southern following Springs. Officers include Tram- in Florida will get wise and go
bow and bow about a half-length mel Whittle, president;
G. W. into the sport in a big way in the
behind. After this point the Tam- Mooney, vice president;
Harry near future and mak e a lot of
The outfit of Jupe Arnold, shown
pans fell back, unable to sustain Hancock, secretary, and Dave Mc- money for their school. The time
modeling the latest in strapless
the high stroke they started the Keithlan, treasurer,.
is ripe and the early bird catches
"R" sweaters, along with a certain
race with, while Rollins, by dint of
The "Orchid of the Week" dept: the worm.
amount of cheesecake, is typical
a mid-course sprint gained a halflis week we honor Col. Ed "leave
Pete Schoonmaker, RoUins var- of the unique attire worn by "R"
length on the hard driving Southit to me, boys" Motch for great ef- sity golf coach announced Monday Club pledges last week for their
ern eight. This margin was held
ficiency in announcing ball games that open competition for the Rol- informal initiation.
by the Tars until the last twenty
to the press.
lins varsity golf ladder would bestrokes of the race, when Southern
Little known facts about Rollins gin next week. Pete plans on havmade a last-ditch spurt, which the
Athletes: Jim "Pearly Curly" Im- ing a 4 to 6 man team which wUl
Rollins sweepsters managed to
and was voted the best-looking boy be selected from this open compestave off long enough to finish 12
in his high school class at Miami tition. He hopes to open the seagood inches in the lead.
High in 1947 . . . Bill Koch was a son against the University of MiU. T. Bradley's laddies
champ swimmer in Michigan be- ami on March 12. Anyone who is
brought back a very fine trophy fore coming to Rollins. In fact, interested should get in touch with
which will be on display in the he was offered a swimming scholar- him immediately in the athletic ofIntramural basketball swung inCenter as soon as the engraving ship at Miami U. which he turned fice.
to high gear again last week to
is finished. Incidentally, this parstart the second half of the league.
ticular victory breaks up a longThe X Club still rides the roost by
standing jinx on the Rollins crew. bilized and tariffs lowered if the Friedman took the negative. No virtue of their one-sided victories
It represents the first time that a world is to expand its economy, decision was given on the outcome over the Independents and the DelRollins crew, rowing for a trophy World trade is the difference be- of the debate.
ta Chis. The X Club's attack was
tween world prosperity, which
At the end of the session, Dx
has come home with it. This
tory also stands as the first Tar means international peace, and Melcher reported that attendance
economic disorder and war. He during the three days had exceeded
conquest away from home
proposed that tariffs be lowered that of any of the 13 previous conthe war.
gradually, quotas reduced and ex- ferences and was estimated at
Boating for the Gasparilla race: change rates be stabilized as the about 1500. This figure includes
Bow, Harry James; 2, Ed Gran- first steps in leveling economic a number of Rollins students who
berry; 3, Dick Saylors; 4, Palmer barriers that stand in the way of took advantage of a fine opporTuthiU; 5, Ed Motch; 6, Pete an expanding world economy. He tunity to hear some excellent views
ShoUey; 7, Chap McDonnell; stroke, also condemned monopolies as an on economic conditions in the world
Sam Burchers, and Coxswain, Bob evil for the great mass of the today.
Draughon.
world's population.
The moderator for the student Wax Museum—
debate was Robert D. Miller; the
from page 3)
Economic Conference— question, "Resolved: That Increas- ular. (Continued
. .
(Continued from page* 1)
ing Corporate Income Taxes will
Thought for the week: Ickie
only 1 out of 12 is engaged in such Curb Investments". On the afVickie says that anyone without
occupation. He continued to say firmative were Edward M. Copesense of humor must have had
that our prosperity has been laid land and Theodore R. McElwee, Jr.,
their jocular vein severed.
on an ever increasing standard of while Robert Ragsdale and Joseph
Jug
living which we may credit to
private
enterprise.
American
business could do that for the
•world. Already our machinery is
the standard in all countries.% Salesmanship, abundant in our economy,
is a necessary ingredient of expanding world economy. Mr. DeckWinter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop
er said he knew of no business
manager today who regards his
SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
business as merely a profit-making
HAIRCUTS
organization, but one with a social
conscience as well. In expanding
world economy, he said, give the
Closest to the Campus
job to those men who have proved
they can expand their own economy. Entrust its development to
private enterprise only, despite its
mistakes in the past.

"Hot" X Club

Cagers Unbeaten

Nancy Morrison
It looks as though basketball,
tennis and golf are in the limelight again this week.
Last Saturday the basketball
stars journeyed to the Jacksonville
Naval Air Station for a game
against the Waves. The well trained and practiced Wave team proved too strong for the Rollins Coeds, as they scored a 38-21 victory over our varsity team.
In the first quarter of the game,
the Waves kept Rollins from scoring and took a 14-point lead, which
gave them a decisive lead throughout the remainder of the game.
The Waves only scored three more
baskets than the Coeds in the following three quarters, and at half
time the score was 24-12. The
strong lead at the beginning of
the game undoubtedly brought vic-

tory to the Waves.
Those playing on the Rollins
Varsity were: Doris Jensen, Marnee Norris, Yvonne Fulton, and
Ewing McAllister as forwards; and
Pug Klinefelter, Harriet Kirby,
Betty Matthews, Betty Garretsan
and Margy James as guards. Our
Varsity will have another opportunity to play the Waves when
they visit RoUins on February 23.
In two practice games last week
the Varsity successfully defeated
the YWCA of Orlando 39-30 and
24-10. Next week end the girls
will be off" to Tampa to play a return game.

JUSTICE CALLS
FIRST BASEBALL
E FEB, M
1948 State Champions to
Open- Against Alabama
In Game on March 18
Coach Joe Justice has announced
that baseball practice for pitchers,
catchers, and all new men interested in baseball will start next
Monday afternoon, February I4.
Full squad practices will not
start until February 24 and Coach
Justice is expecting a much strong.
er team than was fielded by Rollins
when they won the Mythical State
Championship by dropping only
four games in a 25-game schedule.
Rollins last year placed five men,
Harvey Cox, centerfield; Milf oni
Talton, shortstop; Buddy McBryde,
catcher; Jim Covello and John
Gray, pitchers, on the Al!-Stat«
Team.

Ewing McAllister and Jane
Freeman were the tennis travelers
last week. They played in the
South Florida Championships at
West Palm Beach. Playing together in the doubles Ewing and
Jane gained their way into the
marked by the appearance of Big finals where they lost to Rhibany
Jim Kelley who played outstand- and Boyer. In the singles Jane
lost to Ewing in the quarter-finals
ing ball in both games.
The KAs avenged an early sea- 6-1, 6-2. In the semi-finals Ewing
made
an excellent showing when
son defeat by taking the Lambda
Chis to camp by a four point mar- she took a set from Virginia Boyer.
The
mix-doubles teams, F
Although the baseball schedule
gin. The game was close all the
way and this win throws the league man-Larnard and McAllister-Cope- has not been fully completed, it
into a three way tie for second land, both reached the semi-finali was announced that Rollins will
place. The KAs, Lambda Chis, and before they were defeated.
open their 1949 schedule with a
the Sigma Nus are all three tied
At the International Invitational two-game series with the Universiat this time and since these three four ball golf tournament in Holteams are very evenly matched, it lywood last week our Rollins golf- ty of Alabama on March 18 and
could be anybody's second place. ers met stiff competition in their 19 at Harper Sheppard Field.
The Lambda Chis, after their first round matches. Judy Baker
defeat by the KAs came back to and Betty Rowland lost their first THE BATTLE OF SAN PIETRO
beat the Independents to stay in match to Gunther and partner 4
The International Relations Club
and 3. Our Rollins Alums, Alice will present tonijiht one of the
the running.
The Sigma Nus who get stronger O'Neal and Lee Bongart also met greatest war documentary films
as the season progresses beat both difficulty in the opening round. ever made, "The Battle of San
the Alpha Phi Lambs and the Del- They lost to the defending cham- Pietro". The Alumni House will
ta Chis by one sided scores to pions, Lindsey-Devaney 2 and 1. be used for the showing and plenmaintain their position.
ty of seats will be available. There
Standing!
Lost
is no admission and everyone is inNOTICE
Club
vited.
a
All who would like to work either
Lambda Chi
5
in the darkroom or on the photoOur preacher in town asserts, "I
KAs ..
graphic staff of the Sandspur met my wife while climbing a
9.
please contact Stan Rudd, Box 411. mountain and I've been on the
Delta Chi
1
All will be welcome, experience not rocks ever since."—The Wooden^
^hi Lambs
necessary.
n
Horse.
J

tk

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop

Fifth Session
The last session of the conference on Saturday morning, presided over by Dr. Royal W. France,
highlighted two addresses and a
student debate. The first speaker,
Kenneth Lozier, vice president of
the St. Regis Sales Corp. of New
York City, talked on the sutject,
"The Economics of Geography in
World Industry". He urged that
the U.S. political foreign relations
policy be implemented with an enlightened policy of industrial relations to aid economically floundering nations. We must help Europe
gain a stable level in industry and
agriculture by showing her how to
make the best use of her natural
resources and obtain a higher degree of economic stability.
Dr. George H. Hand, president of
Fairmont State College and the
second speaker of the morning,
said exchange rates must be sta-

ThejgPJENj^AMERICA'S SPORTS smoke CHESTERFIELD
hm HOGAN says..."Mine's Chesterfield.
I took to them right from the tee-off..."

LAIRD RADIO
SALES & SERVICE
242 Park Av

"Everybody likes Chesterfield
because it's MILDER.
It's MY cigarette."

MAKE Y O U R S THE M I L D E R
The Fashion and Quality Store Since 1894

CIGARETTE
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